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Our World 
V = Volatility  
U = Uncertainty   
C = Complexity   
A = Ambiguity  

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
When a software project starts all we want is to build an application that users are proud so much as we do. But It’s a long way to get there …Our projects as our lifes are full of moments of change that we don't controlWe can not predict all eventsThere are multiple issues combined in a complex systemReality is confusing and there is a potencial for misreadsHow to prepare yourself to navigate in such storm? 



Our Project 

AGILEProject@BancoBPI  
  Aplication software to manage credit risk from corporate clients. 
Banking application for internal use (>3000p)  
Web-based, running inside a Windows Forms shell  
Started Jun-2011 
Integrates with 11 systems  
Team of 6  (|create|it|)+ 8 (BPI) + other teams ~10 
Scrum 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Helo, i'm Paula, iWork at Banco BPI as a Product OwnerHelo, i'm Hugo CTO at Create ItWe want to Share with you our Project at Banco BPIOur collaboration started in June 2011Here are some facts about the Project:We should build a Banking application for infernal use, to be used by 3000 persons from Sales, Risk department and corporate marketing. They allready use an obsolete application		This means distinct interests, a potential for conflict and resistance to change.Risk is a hot topic among Banking people, a major concern to top management and so we were very exposed!Technically its a web based application running inside a Windows forms shell and integrates with 11 systems.			Complexity is assured when we have to integrate with legacy and with teams having each one its on priorities.The team is composed of 6 people from Create it, 8 people from BPI and interacts with more than 10 people from other teams.Scrum is our ROAD.



Our Talk (Story) 

Build a Team 

Walk the Road 

Before we Met 

Go Live 

To choose and be 
chosen 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
In This talk, we want to share with you our journey,  that beguins before we met and lasts until we have reached all bank corporate branches in feb 2015.Our story is about AGILE and about CONNECTING.We divided our talk in five partsBefore we metTo choose and BE chosenBuild a teamWall the RoadmapGo live



Before we met 

What we want the system to be... 
Prototyping and Assessement 
The backlog 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
�Before meeting the technical team we wanted to Build a well defined scope.We had several brainstorm meetings with customers from distinct departments. During this meetings we discussed conceps and prínciples and we tryed to idenfify all possible requirements the system should met.To adress the top management product assessement we prototype all the frontends  in a PowerPoint slide showFinaly we’ve showed this prototype to 7 diferent departments their users and their heads.All these meetings allowed us to meet a lot of people and idenfify who should be the user team in a regular basis: 5 users representing their departments were empowerd to aprove user storys, define priorities and atend monthly demos.By then we had a huge backlog and a strong connection with all players 😉The request for proposal had a product backlog with more then 200 user stories.



  To choose and be chosen 

6 different possibilities 
The proposal 
The approach 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
The request for proposal as given to 6 contractors. Each one made a budget and an estimation for the all Project.The chosen contractors gave two estimations -one optimistic and other pessimistic - for both calendar and budget.How to manage the risk of giving such a huge Job to someone you don't really know? Reducing scope.That Bank invited Create iT to Build a product preview in 2 sprints.To reduce the scope we invited the user team to a  workshop. Our target was identifying the most important features to Build our product preview.This short period of the product preview both Bank and Create iT got to know each other, testing skills and expectations from both slides, connecting each other.Users and stakeholders approved the product.����



There is no way to Agile, Agile is the way  
Scrum Practices 
 62 Sprints = 62 Planning Meetings = 62 Retrospectives .... 
 We missed 1 retrospective 
 
 
 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
50 sprints = 50 planning meetings = 50 O Projecto nasceu como vai ter que viver! – Novas funcionalidades



Trust and Cumplicity 
Cultural Proximity 
Great mix of behavioural strengths  
Non Violent Communication Training 
Week’s Guilty 
Low turnover (functional and technical team members) 
 
 

BUILD A TEAM  
 



From Epics to Stories 
Build a common global vision on Epics 
Send User Stories in advance 
Approve User Stories on review meetings 
Backlog Grooming 
Keep a 1-2 sprints approved user stories pipeline 
 
 

WALK THE ROAD (1) 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
There are issues so huge that we need to split it. in parts. We use Presentations  to document Epics and themes. We discussing at user meetings until we had enough information to write Stories. Some of these Epics took 3 months from start to Stories.We sent. all users Stories in advance . We discuss it. So they could BE estimated by the team.The US were approved on review meetings, usually after the demo.Every 3 months We look at the themes in the backlog to:identify next prioritiesanalyse themes that must be changed or removed, sometimes splinting existing themesbuild a delivery planCriteria:Priorities identified by UsersThemes with well defined scopeQuick Wins identified by the team



Welcoming Murphy in the Team  
WALK THE ROAD (2) 
 

>80% Test Coverage 
Automate as much as possible 
Risk Assessment and open discussion 
What will go wrong meetings 
 
 
 



Getting ready for the Big Day! 
GO LIVE  
 

Acceptance Tests 
 Documenting 
 Wall Backlog  

Usability Tests 
Training 
Bing Bang vs Small Bang 
 
 
 
 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Acceptance testes are a unique moment to connect with users so we think is important to invest in these moments. Siting side by side with the users we can give and take ideas; we can see how are users using the application; their hesitations are clear sign to the team to change.In the first round of tests we wanted to retest user stories. We build cards with the tests to each user and we build a test backlog with 3 status: For test ; With Errors; Resolved. User pick one post it, pick the card and go testing. In the end of the day we could see lots of post its in the resolved status. We all felt very happy In the second round of tests  we profit to invite a lot of users from branches and credit risk department. We ask them to bring cases from real life and do some free testing. In this way we could test that our product fits reality.Every newcomer to test sessions had a ½ day training including a movie that was the fast using guide.When business decided to go life almost everyone and a contact with the application.Since the beginning of this project we had a strong requirement: business could not stop and people in branches have to continue selling! It was clear that they could build a credit risk proposal for a corporate group and maintain other groups in the old system. This decision helped to reduce the pressing of moving forward.



Final Thoughts... 
Connecting People 
Risk Management 
Scrum framework 



Paula Tudella (PO) 
Working as Product Owner @ Banco BPI 
for Mobile Apps 
2011 – Certified Product Owner (Scrum 
Alliance) 
Analyzing solutions to manage Corporate 
Credit Risk (2002-2015) 
Working in teams with external 
collaboration  
paula.aroeira.tudella@bancobpi.pt 
 



Hugo Lopes (SM) 
COO @ |create|it| 
Founder @ |create|it| 
2002 - Certified Project Manager (IPMA)  
2008 - Certified Scrum Master (Scrum Alliance) 
Software Engineer LEIC 95 (IST) 
hugo.lopes@create.pt 
 
 
 



Founded 2001 @ Lisboa 
(Gourmet) Software Development & Systems Integrator 
Team of (proud) 26 
Azure  - BizTalk - Office 365 – SharePoint 
Umbraco – NopCommerce 
4 Project Managers 
6 Scrum Masters 
14 MCP 
 
 



Awards 
2011 Microsoft Portal & Collaboration Partner of the year 
2012 Best SharePoint Public Website - Sharepoint Community Awards 
2013 Microsoft Solutions Partner of the year 
2013 Best SharePoint Search Solution – Sharepoint Community Awards 
2014 Microsoft Partner Ambassador of the year 
2014 Best SharePoint Search Solution – Sharepoint Community Awards 
 
 
 
 
 



Scrum@Banco BPI 
116 scrum masters and product owners 
300 + co-workers 
58 teams 
5 years experience 
1750+ sprints 
1200+ user storys 
1.500.000 hours 
 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Facts and numbers about BPI and DSI…
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